Microplastic Pollution: An Overview of Current Scenario, Challenges, and Research Gaps
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Abstract
Globally presence of Microplastics (MPs) in the environment is identified as one of the major environmental threat. MPs are small plastic fragments (0.001-5 mm) and are ubiquitous in the environment especially in the marine and freshwater ecosystems. Majorly they originate as a degradation products of larger plastic materials, or directly originate from personnel care products and synthetic fabrics. Smaller size of MPs results in their ingestion by a wide range of aquatic organisms ranging from zooplankton to fish, implying the potential for microplastics to accumulate in the marine food web.

In this way, microplastics can potentially impact food safety and human health also. Recently presence of MPs in drinking water and table salt has sought the attention of worldwide researchers. In addition to that, hydrophobic nature of MPs also makes them as an active site for sorption of number of toxic persistent organic and inorganic contaminants and this too imparts toxicity to them. However, still our understanding with respect to ecological impact of MPs on the terrestrial environment is limited. There is also a need for comprehensive evaluation and assessment of MPs in different environmental systems in order to obtain a complete scenario of the extent of pollution. Toxicity evaluation of the same also needs to be assessed deeply. In the present review a brief overview of microplastic pollution, its toxicity assessment along with major challenges and mitigation options are discussed.
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Introduction
Microplastic (MPs) now has emerged as an alarming environmental pollutant and its prevalence is now widely observed in various ecosystems. The term “microplastic” coined by Thompson et al. [1] in the year 2004 basically represents heterogeneous mixture of smaller plastic fragments in the size range of 0.001-5 mm [2]. They may originate either directly (primary sources) through engineered particles such as microbeads/microfibers widely used in Personal Care Products (PCPs) or through fragmentation of larger plastic particles as a result of various anthropogenic activities (secondary sources) viz. fragments of fishing gear, packages and drink bottles, synthetic textiles, car tyres, paints, and cosmetics [3,4]. Natural breakdown through UV rays of sunlight, microbial processes, or through thermal oxidative processes also account for fragmentation of large plastic particles into MPs [5].

MPs basically consists of six major types of plastic products namely, Polyethylene (PE), Polypropylene (PP), Polyamide (PA), Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC), Polystyrene (PS), Polyurethane (PUR), and Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) [6,7]. Prevalence of MPs is conclusively reported in marine and freshwater systems. They can easily transport from source areas by water currents and wind to long distance and finally distributed in the sea shore or the sediments or even in the pristine environment such as Antarctica [8-10]. At present, worldwide production of plastic is about 320 million tons and is rising exponentially. It is estimated that by 2050 it will reach 33 billion tons [11]. At a similar pace, microplastic pollution is also rising alarmingly. More recently, it has been estimated that 10% of plastics produced end up in oceans, comprising 60%-80% of the marine litter [1]. Since plastic/microplastic are persistent in nature and widely distributed in marine system, these are considered as great threat to marine and other life forms [4,12,13]. The severity of the problem could be better perceived by various reports published recently on MP contaminations [3,10, 14-17]. Most of these reports are from marine aquatic systems.
Because of smaller size of MPs they are easily ingested by a wide range of lower organisms. Uptake and accumulation of MPs have been documented in various marine organisms ranging from planktonic species to fish and reported to cause deleterious effect on them vis-à-vis the marine food web [13,18,19]. In this way, MPs can potentially impact food safety and human health also through sea food [20]. The occurrence of MPs is as well demonstrated in various terrestrial systems. Nonetheless, our understanding of their ecological impact on aquatic and more prominently on terrestrial environment is very limited [4,9]. As per a recent analysis there has been no attempt to understand the tropic level transfer of MP among the food chain and possible implications on humans and other higher life forms [20].

The present article provides an overview of MPs in the environment and its eco-toxicalogical evaluation. Major challenges and possible controlling measures to combat MPs pollution are also highlighted in the present write-up.

**Toxicity associated with MPs and present status**

In aquatic systems, depending upon the density, MP particles may either be settling down at the sediment or float in the water. MPs are reported to be a favorable site for formation of biofilm and may aggregate to settle down [8,9,21,22]. In aquatic systems concentration of MPs are higher in sediments than in the surface water [23]. Because of their smaller size they are easily interact with aquatic biota or ingested by the planktonic communities, invertebrates, and fishes [10]. Presence of MPs in different aquatic taxa has been reported by various researchers from international arena [4,13,18,19,24]. Presence of these MPs is reported to adversely affect the growth of organisms and thus affect the ecological functions [12]. The uptake of MPs by the organisms may lead to blockage of alimentary canal and associated appendages [13, 25], smaller MPs may even absorbed by the epithelial cells of intestinal tract and may pass to the circulatory system thereby causing the toxicity [25]. Through lower animals’ MPs can easily pass from one tropic level to other through food chain [5,24,26]. Thus, there is a great need in studying internalized MPs by the marine organisms and their associated toxic effects on them as evidenced from various recently published literature.

MPs could even be transfer to higher order of food chain (including humans) through consumption of contaminated food or water [20]. Recently presence of MPs in table salts and drinking water raises concern as these products are directly taken by human and thus could be source of MPs to human beings. In addition to that direct inhalation of MPs from the atmosphere also acts as a prominent source of MPs to humans. Moreover, MPs as a vector for proliferation of antibiotic resistance human pathogenic microbes is reported by Imran et al. [27] and this pose a potential threat to living beings.

Threat from MPs is further compounded because of their hydrophobic nature and large surface area to volume ratio MPs are ideal platform for adsorption of various persistent organic contaminants namely polychlorinated bisphenols, dichloro diphenyl dichloroethylene, nonylphenol, polyaromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs), and dichloro diphenyl trichloroethane [28-30] and inorganic contaminants in the form of heavy metals. Combination of the two may aggravate the toxicity [28,30]. Though presence of MPs in various environmental system, its ingestion by marine organisms and resulting toxic effects have captured the interest of researchers’ world over to microplastic research. Yet the understanding on microplastic distribution, its toxicity on biota, and subsequent ecological impact are in infancy.

EU and Australia have initiated global programmes in this direction. Developing countries especially from Asia and Africa though facing huge problem of plastic waste contamination and disposal, has yet to initiate systematic studies and levels microplastic in different environmental system. Thompson et al. [1] for the first time reported widespread presence MPs in different locations of sea around Plymouth, UK. Thereafter no significant report on MPs came, and the area of research has largely been overlooked. However, in last 4-2 years this area of research has received considerable attention and number of reports on presence MPs and its environmental implications has tremendously increased owing to pervasive presence of MP in the environment and its associated toxic effects on living beings including humans [6]. In the midst of several studies on MPs there are still some challenges which need to be looked upon in order to gain comprehensive knowledge about this perilous pollutant. The same is highlighted in the next head.

**Challenges or gaps in the studies**

a. There is no uniform methodology for detection or quantification of MPs in environmental samples. Every reported method has some limitations (based on size or color) and this should be addressed seriously in order to suitably assess the levels of MPs in environmental samples [7].

b. Most of the reports on MPs are from marine and freshwater aquatic systems and reports of the same from terrestrial systems are limited. Thus, in order to figure out the extent of MPs levels, its fate and behavior in terrestrial ecosystems, there is a need to look into this aspect also.

c. From the available literature it could be make out that majority of research on MPs are being accomplish in Europe, North America, and Australia. Few research studies were also available from Brazil, Japan, and India. Since MPs pollution is global phenomenon so there need to expansively carry out evaluation of MPs in different parts of the world. This will present clear picture of the MP pollution around the world and severity of the problem.

d. Toxicological evaluation of MPs is not accurately demonstrated. Nevertheless, their presence in different life forms especially the lower aquatic biota is well documented. There is also a need to comprehensively evaluate the toxicity of MPs and its associated contaminants in different life forms.
so that possible toxic effects on humans and other higher life forms could be minimized [7].

e. Now since the ubiquitous presence of MPs is well known, this necessitates the development of suitable technology for clean up or recovery of these MPs from the contaminated environment. Now the futuristic studies should focus on this aspect.

Mitigation or controlling measures

At present there is no report of any technology or study through which it is possible to combat MPs pollution. Hence source reduction is the only options through which we can prevent present situation to reach further aggravate level [7]. Since it is difficult to circumvent the usage of plastic from daily life but reduce use will surely minimize the secondary sources of MPs. In addition to that avoiding the usage of plastic products and products designated as primary sources of MPs will too certainly help in controlling the primary source of MPs in the environment.

Use of biodegradable plastic materials as far as possible in place of synthetic plastic is another major option to minimize the plastic menace. Considering ubiquitous presence of MPs and its rising level in the environment, the role of policy makers to regulate the MP pollution from industries and other prominent sources is highly advisable. Furthermore, public awareness with respect to MPs pollution and its detrimental effects on environment is also one of the prominent ways to curb menace of MP’s pollution.

Overall in could be concluded that microplastic pollution has reached to alarming situation. Its toxicity and other environmental implications now are easily visualized. Before the situation further deteriorates there is urgent need to check spread of MPs in the environment.
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